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TopicsTopics

•• Define what Conflation isDefine what Conflation is
•• Why you need to (or donWhy you need to (or don’’t need to) conflatet need to) conflate
•• Requirements for the conflation projectRequirements for the conflation project
•• PreparationPreparation
•• ProcessProcess
•• ResultsResults
•• Lessons LearnedLessons Learned
•• Long Term Data MaintenanceLong Term Data Maintenance



Who should attendWho should attend

•• This is not for you if:This is not for you if:
–– You have converted to GIS using GPS as You have converted to GIS using GPS as 

your baseyour base
–– You converted using very Accurate Aerial You converted using very Accurate Aerial 

photographyphotography
•• This is for you if:This is for you if:

–– Your original landbase was digitized off of Your original landbase was digitized off of 
USGS Quads or other paper mapsUSGS Quads or other paper maps

–– Your data doesnYour data doesn’’t overlay correctly on t overlay correctly on 
current current orthoortho--rectified aerial imageryrectified aerial imagery

–– You are investigating sharing dataYou are investigating sharing data



Who is AGL ResourcesWho is AGL Resources

•• AGLR is the largest Gas Only LDC on the East AGLR is the largest Gas Only LDC on the East 
coast, serving over 2.1 million customerscoast, serving over 2.1 million customers

•• 5 5 LDCsLDCs –– AGLC, CGC, VNG, ETG, FCG and AGLC, CGC, VNG, ETG, FCG and 
EKGEKG

•• AGLC/CGC has approximately 55,000 AGLC/CGC has approximately 55,000 
Centerline miles and 33,200 facility miles in Centerline miles and 33,200 facility miles in 
their territoriestheir territories



What is Conflation?What is Conflation?

•• Other Terms used for ConflationOther Terms used for Conflation
–– RealignmentRealignment
–– RubbersheetingRubbersheeting
–– ScoochingScooching
–– WarpingWarping

•• Conflation is moving existing landbase and Conflation is moving existing landbase and 
facilities graphics to coincide with a standard facilities graphics to coincide with a standard 
(more accurate) landbase using minimal (more accurate) landbase using minimal 
manual interventionmanual intervention



Why should you Conflate?Why should you Conflate?

•• To align our data with a more accurate To align our data with a more accurate 
LandbaseLandbase

•• To Allow us to use other datasets that can be To Allow us to use other datasets that can be 
changed out with minimal cost such aschanged out with minimal cost such as
–– Aerial PhotographyAerial Photography
–– City / County parcel informationCity / County parcel information
–– Data Sharing for Emergency ResponseData Sharing for Emergency Response

•• For AGLC and CGC, it is the ability to begin For AGLC and CGC, it is the ability to begin 
the process of geocoding our taps to the the process of geocoding our taps to the 
correct side of the road.correct side of the road.



History of Conflation at AGL History of Conflation at AGL 
ResourcesResources

•• In 2001, GDT (now TANA) came to us to In 2001, GDT (now TANA) came to us to 
discuss a programmatic way to realign data discuss a programmatic way to realign data 
with a standardized (commercial) landbase with a standardized (commercial) landbase 
using the idea of conflation vectors and using the idea of conflation vectors and 
displacement linksdisplacement links

•• The initial results werenThe initial results weren’’t bad, but the GDT t bad, but the GDT 
data hadndata hadn’’t been realigned enough in our t been realigned enough in our 
service territoriesservice territories

•• Timing for AGLC/CGC wasnTiming for AGLC/CGC wasn’’t rightt right



RequirementsRequirements

–– When completed, we wanted to make sure thatWhen completed, we wanted to make sure that
•• Our facility data stayed on the correct side of road, Our facility data stayed on the correct side of road, 

and was at a consistent offsetand was at a consistent offset
•• If multiple main were on the same side of the road, If multiple main were on the same side of the road, 

the relative offsets between them were honoredthe relative offsets between them were honored
•• Road data matched up with purchased landbaseRoad data matched up with purchased landbase
•• No attribute data was changed, only the shape fieldNo attribute data was changed, only the shape field
•• Counts matched before and after.Counts matched before and after.
•• No crossovers of facilities to landbase where it No crossovers of facilities to landbase where it 

wasnwasn’’t already displayedt already displayed
–– Only Conflated Gas Facilities, and Centerline data Only Conflated Gas Facilities, and Centerline data –– no no 

other landbase dataother landbase data
–– Needed to be completed before we deploy our Work Needed to be completed before we deploy our Work 

management systemsmanagement systems



Process FlowProcess Flow

Preparation Pre Conflation Conflation Post Conflation Acceptance Rollout



PreparationPreparation

•• Pilot of different areasPilot of different areas
–– Chose 3 different areas (dense, old, and Chose 3 different areas (dense, old, and 

rural) and had vendor convert themrural) and had vendor convert them
•• Grid creationGrid creation

–– Allows a way to manage the deliveriesAllows a way to manage the deliveries
•• Data ScrubbingData Scrubbing

–– Cleaned up extremely short (less than 2 Cleaned up extremely short (less than 2 
foot) sections of polylines.foot) sections of polylines.

•• Scrubbing of landbaseScrubbing of landbase
–– Ensure that your destination landbase is Ensure that your destination landbase is 

truly a better landbasetruly a better landbase

Preparation Pre Conflation Conflation Post Conflation Acceptance Rollout



ProcessProcess

•• Freeze our DatabaseFreeze our Database
•• Send an SDE dump to the conflation VendorSend an SDE dump to the conflation Vendor
•• Truncate production databaseTruncate production database

Preparation Pre Conflation Conflation Post Conflation Acceptance Rollout



ProcessProcess

•• Generate displacement links between the Generate displacement links between the 
more accurate more accurate landbaselandbase and our and our landbaselandbase at at 
most nodes and vertices.most nodes and vertices.

• Capture Current State of Data 
• Refine Data for Conflation 
• Process Control Vectors

Preparation Pre Conflation Conflation Post Conflation Acceptance Rollout



ProcessProcess

•• Enhanced Rubbersheeting
• Minimal manual realignment
• Data Management

Preparation Pre Conflation Conflation Post Conflation Acceptance Rollout



ProcessProcess

• Automated Validation 
• Manual QA/QC
• Reporting 
• Data Discrepancies Resolution 
• Delivery Formats

Preparation Pre Conflation Conflation Post Conflation Acceptance Rollout



Process (Continued)Process (Continued)

•• Receive back areas from vendor to QA in an Receive back areas from vendor to QA in an 
SDE Dump (Full counties)SDE Dump (Full counties)

•• Load updates to a Test DatabaseLoad updates to a Test Database
•• Verify no additions / deletions of objectsVerify no additions / deletions of objects
•• QA area using Exception NavigatorQA area using Exception Navigator
•• Mapping Services adds new data to the Mapping Services adds new data to the 

production database where conflation has production database where conflation has 
been completedbeen completed

•• QA Area, and send feedback to vendorQA Area, and send feedback to vendor
•• When all areas are complete, apply all adds to When all areas are complete, apply all adds to 

the databasethe database

Preparation Pre Conflation Conflation Post Conflation Acceptance Rollout



Process (Continued)Process (Continued)

•• Apply data model changes to the databaseApply data model changes to the database
•• Upgrade to new softwareUpgrade to new software
•• Recreate geometric networksRecreate geometric networks
•• Recreate Recreate GeocodingGeocoding servicesservices
•• Version databaseVersion database
•• Unfreeze DBUnfreeze DB

Preparation Pre Conflation Conflation Post Conflation Acceptance Rollout



How long did it take?How long did it take?

•• Prototype and negotiations Prototype and negotiations -- 6 months6 months
–– Verified most of the processesVerified most of the processes

•• Conflation Conflation -- 6 months6 months
–– Froze the Database February 1Froze the Database February 1
–– Unfroze it August 8Unfroze it August 8
–– 11stst Delivery April 15Delivery April 15
–– Final SDE Delivery August 1Final SDE Delivery August 1



IssuesIssues

•• LandbaseLandbase
–– Not all of the street data in our service Not all of the street data in our service 

territory was realignedterritory was realigned
•• Solution: Pay Solution: Pay vendor(svendor(s) to additional ) to additional 

money to accelerate the realignment of money to accelerate the realignment of 
this datathis data

•• Still some was not aligned as well as weStill some was not aligned as well as we’’d d 
have likedhave liked

–– If you have placed street data or polyline If you have placed street data or polyline 
data with arcs, there is not enough points to data with arcs, there is not enough points to 
recreate the smooth arcsrecreate the smooth arcs
•• Solution: Preprocess graphics placed with Solution: Preprocess graphics placed with 

arcs and convert them to polylinesarcs and convert them to polylines



Issues (continued)Issues (continued)

•• SDE DatabaseSDE Database
–– With Conflation, With Conflation, everyevery graphic will be graphic will be 

moved, so this takes a toll on an SDE moved, so this takes a toll on an SDE 
databasedatabase

•• Solution Solution –– the vendor used disconnected editing the vendor used disconnected editing 
to perform county level conflation projects at to perform county level conflation projects at 
each count, then checked it back in SDE, each count, then checked it back in SDE, 
minimizing problems.  Vendor QA was done in minimizing problems.  Vendor QA was done in 
SDE.  In addition, they went back to state 0 very SDE.  In addition, they went back to state 0 very 
frequently.frequently.

–– Some Phantom errors occurredSome Phantom errors occurred
•• Solution Solution –– restore databaserestore database



How Much Did it CostHow Much Did it Cost

•• The cost was less than a total reThe cost was less than a total re--digitizing digitizing 
effort, and the time frame from soup to nuts effort, and the time frame from soup to nuts 
was only 6 months for 55,000 miles of roads was only 6 months for 55,000 miles of roads 
and 33,000 miles of facility dataand 33,000 miles of facility data

•• It would have been much less if we didnIt would have been much less if we didn’’t have t have 
to pay to realign the TANA datato pay to realign the TANA data

•• Time Frame was only 6 monthsTime Frame was only 6 months



Lessons LearnedLessons Learned

1.1. DonDon’’t choose the most complex area to begin t choose the most complex area to begin 
your conflation onyour conflation on

2.2. Make sure your Make sure your ““more accuratemore accurate”” landbase is landbase is 
accurate enough for you, and is ready to use.accurate enough for you, and is ready to use.

3.3. Your conflated landbase must match the Your conflated landbase must match the 
standardized landbase, especially at the standardized landbase, especially at the 
endpoints.endpoints.

4.4. Conflate smaller areas for best resultsConflate smaller areas for best results
5.5. Manage expectations on the end product Manage expectations on the end product ––

each curve woneach curve won’’t be exactly the same as it t be exactly the same as it 
was before.was before.



Long Term Data MaintenanceLong Term Data Maintenance

•• Need a way to feed data back to the Need a way to feed data back to the 
landbase vendor with updated information landbase vendor with updated information 



Long Term Data MaintenanceLong Term Data Maintenance
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Long Term Data MaintenanceLong Term Data Maintenance
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LTDM Value AddedLTDM Value Added

•• AGLRAGLR’’s ability to focus on core business s ability to focus on core business 
•• AGLR avoids cost of purchase and maintenance of AGLR avoids cost of purchase and maintenance of 

additional software toolsadditional software tools
•• AGLR does not need to AGLR does not need to ““investinvest”” in gaining the required in gaining the required 

resources, training and Know Howresources, training and Know How
•• Gets a LTDM maintenance program in place immediately Gets a LTDM maintenance program in place immediately 
•• Ability to leverage AGLRAbility to leverage AGLR’’s maintained data with the s maintained data with the 

quarterly data releases from TANAquarterly data releases from TANA
•• Helps AGLR better manage licensing costs for Helps AGLR better manage licensing costs for 

commercial land base data.commercial land base data.
•• Ability to identify and resolve facility Ability to identify and resolve facility ““impactsimpacts””
•• High quality and accuracy in the endHigh quality and accuracy in the end--product product 
•• Low Risk Low Risk –– Lower Cost Lower Cost –– High ValueHigh Value



Questions?Questions?



Contact informationContact information

Doug Krohn, Lead Applications Specialist, GISDoug Krohn, Lead Applications Specialist, GIS
AGL ResourcesAGL Resources
10 Peachtree Place NE, #152210 Peachtree Place NE, #1522
Atlanta, GA  30309Atlanta, GA  30309
404404--584584--40394039
dkrohn@aglresources.comdkrohn@aglresources.com

Jay Fathi, Vice PresidentJay Fathi, Vice President
Tier 3, IncTier 3, Inc
6001 S. Willow St, Suite 1656001 S. Willow St, Suite 165
Greenwood Village, CO  80111Greenwood Village, CO  80111
303303--887887--88228822
jfathi@tier3jfathi@tier3--inc.cominc.com
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